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ABSTRACT 

MOLECULAR CLOCK ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ADENOVIRUS 

Daniel Antonio Negrón, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2021 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Donald Seto 

 

Human adenovirus (HAdV) is a diverse pathogen with global circulation that causes 

sporadic epidemics of acute respiratory disease, keratoconjunctivitis, and gastrointestinal 

disease. Recombination is a significant driver of adenovirus evolution, generating novel 

intertypic types. Advances in sequencing technology provides an opportunity to increase 

the number and availability of genomic samples. Accordingly, this dissertation developed 

programming libraries to warehouse sequences, standardize metadata, and automate 

molecular clock analysis. The resulting biosurveillance platform analyzed HAdV 

genomic sequence data, focusing primarily on species B genotype 55. 
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CHAPTER 1 – OVERVIEW OF HUMAN ADENOVIRUS 

Abstract 

The Adenoviridae are linear, double-stranded DNA viruses with a nonenveloped, 

icosahedral nucleocapsid (King et al., 2011). The family includes five genera: 

Mastadenovirus, Aviadenovirus, Atadenovirus, Siadenovirus, and Ichtadenovirus (King 

et al., 2011). Mastadenovirus includes seven species (A-G) of human adenoviruses 

(HAdVs) that infect humans and additional species that infect other members of class 

Mammalia (King et al., 2011). This chapter presents a summary of adenovirus biology 

and research. The dissertation focuses on the development and application of surveillance 

and epidemiological computational tools, focusing on the unique HAdV-B55 genotype. 

Introduction 

Discovery 

Human adenovirus (HAdV) is a diverse, and occasionally re-emergent, pathogen 

with global distribution, causing sporadic outbreaks, particularly in dense populations. In 

1953, researchers unexpectedly isolated the first adenovirus while attempting to culture 

human adenoid tissue, calling it “adenoid degeneration agent” (Rowe et al., 1953). The 

first documented epidemic occurred in the same year at the Fort Leonard Wood U.S. 

Army installation in Missouri (Hilleman & Werner, 1954). During this large outbreak, a 
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patient presented with pneumonia-like symptoms and provided a throat wash sample that 

contained the first clinical isolate (Hilleman & Werner, 1954). 

Disease 

Since its discovery, subsequent research and outbreak surveillance have revealed 

the virus as a causative agent of additional non-respiratory diseases. Carriers may expose 

others via aerosol or fecal-oral transmission, with some infections potentially 

asymptomatic (Lynch & Kajon, 2016). Symptoms range from acute respiratory disease 

(ARD) to organ failure, depending on the viral type and host immune response strength 

(Lynch & Kajon, 2016). Accordingly, individuals with developing or weakened immune 

system are at risk, including stem cell and organ transplant recipients (Lion, 2014; Lynch 

& Kajon, 2016). 

Each species is linked to certain infections. Co-infections of HAdVs may 

complicate infections, symptoms, and outcomes. Table 1 highlights genotypes from 

comprehensive reviews and clinical reports with no evidence of co-infection (Alissa 

Alkhalaf et al., 2014; De Jong et al., 1999; Dehghan et al., 2012; Espínola et al., 2017; 

Ferreyra et al., 2014; Fujimoto et al., 2014; Ghebremedhin, 2014; Hage et al., 2015, 

2017; Hashimoto et al., 2018; Kaján et al., 2017; Lion, 2014; E. B. Liu et al., 2011, 2012; 

Lynch & Kajon, 2016; Matsushima et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2013; Tatsumi et al., 

2018; Yoshitomi et al., 2017). The table also corrects reports of HAdV-B11 as a 

respiratory pathogen. 
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Table 1. HAdV Disease Spectrum 
Human adenovirus species A-G subdivide into different genotypes that cause a variety of diseases.  

A B C D E F G 
E

nt
er

ic
 12, 18, 

31, 61 
3, 7, 11, 
14, 16, 
21, 34, 
35 

1, 2, 5, 6 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 
32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 65, 67 

 
40, 
41 

52 
U

ri
na

ry
 12, 18, 

31 
3, 7, 11, 
14, 16, 
21, 34, 
35 

1, 2, 5, 6 33 
   

R
es

pi
ra

to
ry

 12, 18, 
31 

3, 7, 14, 
16, 21, 
34, 35, 
55, 66, 
68 

1, 2, 5, 
6, 57 

59, 84 4 
  

O
cu

la
r 

 
3, 7, 11, 
14, 16, 
21 

5 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 
32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 
44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 53, 54, 
56, 81, 85 

4 
  

 

Model 

As a biological model, the virus has facilitated the discovery of different 

mechanisms in molecular biology including antigen presentation, cellular transformation, 

transcription, cell cycle regulation, and RNA splicing (Lion, 2014; Pettersson, 2019). 

Phillip Sharp and Richard Roberts earned the 1993 Nobel Prize in Physiology or 

Medicine for the latter (Suran, 2020). As a tool, the virus has also proven useful as an 

oncolytic agent, vector for gene therapy, and recombinant vaccine element (Mennechet et 

al., 2019; Niemann & Kühnel, 2017). 
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Structure 

The HAdV species share similar molecular structure and genomic organization 

(Mennechet et al., 2019). Figure 1 shows the capsid (A) and genome (B) of NCBI 

accession no. FJ643676.1 (HAdV-B55, strain “QS-DLL”) generated with capsid.js and 

DNA Features Viewer (Negrón, 2020; Zulkower & Rosser, 2020). The capsid houses a 

genome of length ~30-40 kbp with ~40 genes expressed sequentially along the infection 

stage (King et al., 2011; Pettersson, 2019). The 240 hexon and 12 penton base capsomers 

form the 20 faces and 12 fiber-presenting vertexes of the 70-90 nm diameter capsid with 

pseudo T=25 icosahedral symmetry and facilitate host cell entry (King et al., 2011; H. 

Liu et al., 2010). The genome features early (E) and late (L) genes: E2 encodes the 

polymerase, E1/E4 products alter host gene expression, E3 proteins mediate escape from 

the host immune response, and L1-5 encode assembly/structure proteins (King et al., 

2011). Inverted terminal repeat (ITR) regions are critical for replication, and two viral-

associated RNAs (VA RNAs) are involved in translation and immune escape (King et al., 

2011). 
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Figure 1. HAdV-B55 Capsid & Genome 
(A) Hexon proteins form the capsid faces. Each vertex consists of a penton base protein that projects a fiber 
protein. (B) The dsDNA genome encodes early (E1-4) and late (L1-5) infection stage genes in addition to ITRs 
and two VA RNAs. 

 

Classification 

The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) provides 

guidelines for classification down to the level of species. (King et al., 2011). However, 

the ICTV Code states that external accredited organizations, such as the HAdV Working 

Group, are responsible for subspecies classification (Hadvwg.Gmu.Edu, 2020; 

International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV), 2020). Currently, they promote 

a typing methodology grounded in computational biology and genomics data, and 

recognize over 100 genotypes across all species (Hadvwg.Gmu.Edu, 2020). 

In the past, biochemical methods such as serum neutralization and 

hemagglutination-inhibition assays were the only means of assigning type. However, 

such methods focus on short, specific, and relatively undefined peptide regions. This is 

problematic since recombination events may alter the epitope while leaving the rest of the 

A B 
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genome unaffected. Thus, such assays fail to assign type based on the full genome, which 

ignores homology to other types and evolutionary history. 

Recombination is recently recognized as a major evolutionary force operating on 

circulating and emerging adenovirus pathogens (Lukashev et al., 2008). This recognition 

coincided with the genomics revolution and motivated the development of an updated 

typing and naming algorithm due to the shortcomings of immunochemical methods. For 

example, in 2009, researchers sequenced the hexon gene of an HAdV-11a isolate from a 

2006 outbreak in China and found evidence of recombination with HAdV-14 (Zhu et al., 

2009). Subsequent full-genome analysis confirmed that 11a has the backbone of 14 and 

partial hexon of 11, which explained the altered serological and immune profile and 

motivated the name change to HAdV-B55 (Walsh et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2009). 

The renaming of 11a reflected the recommendations of the 9th International 

Adenovirus Meeting that took place in Dobogókő, Hungary, April 2009 (Seto et al., 

2011; Walsh et al., 2010). Participants agreed on requiring complete genome analysis to 

supplement ICTV-mandated serology while promoting the use of the term genotype over 

serotype and reformatting names based on the concatenation of species letter and numeric 

type, e.g., HAdV-B55 (Seto et al., 2011). Additional recommendations from the HAdV 

Working Group specified that formal type names reflect year of discovery and that novel 

types exhibit sufficient genomic and phenotypic differences from relatives (Seto et al., 

2011). Also, the group defined a provisional naming scheme “HAdV-[species]/[isolation 

place]/[unique identifier]/[year]/P[type]/ H[type]/F[type]” where P, H, and F correspond 
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to the penton base, hexon loop 1, and fiber knob with type indicating the closest relative 

(Seto et al., 2011). 

Competing naming conventions complicated research and the literature on 

HAdV-B55 and other recombinant adenoviruses. For example, several authors continued 

relying on RFLP and serology, using “HAdV11a, HAdV11-14, HAdV H11/F14, 

HAdV11, and 11a+AAV” instead of B55 (Kajon et al., 2013; Seto et al., 2013). This was 

partially the result of a proposal suggesting the HAdV-H[type]/F[type] format to only 

reflect hexon and fiber gene sequence identity on the basis of phenotype correlation with 

partial sequence data (Aoki et al., 2011). Nevertheless, subsequent reports would 

highlight that this leads to misclassification (Seto et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2012). 

Measurably Evolving Population 

Awareness of the historical names of certain types is critical when obtaining data 

for comparative analysis. This is especially true when using data from public repositories 

that don’t consistently update information. Thus, researchers must review associated 

literature or analyze sequences to confirm the reported type. Similarly, the accuracy of 

other metadata such as the time and place of isolation impacts the quality of 

biosurveillance applications. The goal is the curation of a measurably evolving 

population, which is a data set comprised of timestamped nucleic or amino acid 

sequences of adequate timescale, length, and number to test hypotheses regarding 

underlying evolutionary processes (Drummond et al., 2003). Additional geographic 

information adds the spatial dimension for testing migration hypotheses. 
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Previous adenovirus research has included molecular clock analysis to 

characterize outbreak samples. A common protocol includes a preliminary pseudo-

statistical test of the strict molecular clock hypothesis followed by Markov chain Monte 

Carlo (MCMC) simulation to estimate model parameters and unknown uncertainties. A 

trace of each MCMC run evaluates convergence and determines whether the effective 

sample size (ESS) of each parameter of interest exceeds an acceptance threshold. Model 

selection then compares MCMC runs with different clock hypotheses, coalescent models, 

and substitution matrices. The result is an estimation of model parameters with 

confidence intervals, such as divergence times and substitution rates. Recent adenovirus 

research has featured similar protocols. One paper analyzed HAdV-B55 isolates between 

June 2009 and January 2012 in Chongqing, China (Q.-B. Lu et al., 2014) and another 

analyzed HAdV-E4 isolates obtained between 1953 and 2015 in the United States and 

Japan (Gonzalez et al., 2019). 

This dissertation focuses on the comprehensive historical and evolutionary 

analysis of HAdV-B55, an agent of debilitating and highly contagious ARD outbreaks 

with occasional fatalities. A related objective is the development of software packages to 

facilitate the parsing and normalization of metadata. Design of a reproducible, automated, 

and portable executable pipeline is another goal achievable via Snakemake (Koster & 

Rahmann, 2012). This is the workflow engine of the Nextstrain biosurveillance package, 

which analyzes and visualizes outbreak samples based on the molecular clock hypothesis 

(Hadfield et al., 2018). Accordingly, this work customizes the default Nextstrain 

workflow to visualize results obtained from other programs such as BEAST and 
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BactDating (Didelot et al., 2018; Suchard et al., 2018). A generic pipeline is possible that 

can analyze sequences other than HAdV-B55 or HAdV. 

Significance 

Testing the molecular clock hypothesis offers insight into key evolutionary and 

ongoing outbreak scenarios in the case of re-emergent pathogens, such as adenovirus. 

Currently, there are numerous probabilistic models that account for mutation rate and 

population size variations across lineages. Thus, it is possible to compare the null 

hypothesis of non-clocklike behavior with increasingly complex models. Different 

genomic regions and genes experience varying selection pressures and ability to absorb 

neutral mutations. Accordingly, molecular clock methods reveal the magnitude of 

mutational hotspots, such as the hexon loop 1 region. This information is important for 

the characterization of different species, tracking outbreaks, and vaccine development. 

Objectives 

The objective is to test different molecular clock hypotheses with respect to the re-

emergent HAdV-B55 respiratory pathogen in a reproducible and semi-automated 

framework. 

To develop methods to aid in the curation of data sets representative of measurably 

evolving populations for population genetics studies. 

To estimate the time to the most recent common ancestor and mutation rate and 

interpret results with respect to well-documented outbreaks of HAdV-B55. 
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To test the hypothesis that sequences encoding surface proteins evolve faster 

compared to internal ones such as the DNA polymerase and the genome of HAdV-

B55. 

To generalize the computational workflow and create a biosurveillance application 

for any HAdV type. 

Outline 

Chapter 1 – Overview of adenovirus biology, history, research community and 

biosurveillance methods based on the molecular clock hypothesis. 

Chapter 2 – Development of an online application to render customizable icosahedral 

virus capsid images and export scalable vector-based files compatible with office 

software to create biological diagrams. 

Chapter 3 – Development of an application to quickly update flat-file sequence 

databases. 

Chapter 4 – Description of automated parsing and normalization of the metadata 

required for analyzing a measurably evolving population in an outbreak scenario with 

a special focus on geographic data. 

Chapter 5 – Review of the history of HAdV-B55, a model for genomics-based 

nomenclature and molecular typing of human adenoviruses; Application and 

evaluation of molecular clock methods and testing of evolutionary rate hypotheses. 

Chapter 6 – Generalization of HAdV analysis into a biosurveillance platform. 

Chapter 7 – Future applications of the project results. 
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CHAPTER 2 – CAPSID RENDERING IN THE BROWSER 

Abstract 

Few public domain online tools exist for rendering high-quality viral capsid 

graphics compatible with common productivity software to develop effective 

infographics in the field of virology. The capsid.js library renders class I viral capsids 

within an online application that parameterizes style options, perspectives, and lattice 

patterns with SVG export. This project is actively developed on GitHub 

(https://github.com/dnanto/capsid), distributed under the MIT License, hosted on GitHub 

Pages, and runs on modern browsers (https://dnanto.github.io/capsid/capsid.html). 

Supplementary data are available on GitHub. 

Introduction 

Molecular biology is the study of the building blocks of life and how they 

organize into complex objects via intricate processes and cycles. The field often 

condenses complicated concepts into simplified diagrams and cartoons for effective 

communication. Thus, such representations are useful for describing viral capsid structure 

and assembly. 

The ViralZone web resource takes a direct approach, providing a static reference 

diagram for each known virus (Hulo et al., 2011). This contrasts with dynamic 

computational resources such as VIPER, which assembles realistic capsid structures from 

PDB files (Reddy et al., 2001). VIPERdb hosts the Icosahedral Server, but it only exports 

three-dimensional files in the same specialized format (Carrillo-Tripp et al., 2009). 

https://github.com/dnanto/capsid
https://dnanto.github.io/capsid/capsid.html
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Neither resource provides an interactive online method for generating simple, two and 

three-dimensional structure files that are compatible with office software. 

The capsid.js application is an interactive tool that renders icosahedral capsids and 

their nets in the browser. It parameterizes styling, projections, and lattice geometries and 

exports resulting models to SVG or PNG. The primary design goal is the generation of 

SVG images since they are infinitely scalable and compatible with word processors and 

vector graphics editors. Accordingly, this format is desirable for generating publication-

quality figures. This means that the user is free to remix the SVG shape components. 

Methods 

Implementation 

The application consists of an object-oriented JavaScript library that implements 

Caspar-Klug theory to generate and project the face of the unit icosahedron (Caspar & 

Klug, 1962). It also includes the Paper.js library for 2D vector graphics methods (Lehni 

& Puckey, 2011/2020). A simple linear algebra engine provides methods to compute a 

camera matrix and project points. 

Face 

The first rendering step generates a grid of the selected tile geometry, including 

hexagonal, trihexagonal, snub hexagonal, rhombitrihexagonal, or the dual projection of 

any of the former. These additional tiles account for viruses with specialized lattice 

architectures (Twarock & Luque, 2019). Next, the procedure draws an equilateral triangle 

based on the h and k parameters, moving h tile units forward and k to the left or right 
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depending on the selected levo or dextro parameter. This triangle serves as a cookie-

cutter, removing the portion of the grid that serves as the face. 

Color 

The application includes color options for the hexamer, pentamer, fiber, and fiber 

knob domain. The procedure maps additional colors based on the selected tiling. 

Disambiguation between hexamer and pentamer determines whether the tile occurs 

within its corresponding circumradius at each vertex of the enclosing face triangle. 

Projection 

To project each face, the procedure computes the unit icosahedron and applies the 

camera matrix to each vertex. Sorting each face by z-order achieves realistic occlusion. 

An affine transform operation then translates each face to the corresponding 2D 

projection coordinates of each face on the solid. To render vertex proteins, such as the 

adenovirus fiber, the procedure computes the vertexes of a larger icosahedron and 

includes the corresponding objects in the z-ordering operation. 

Example 

Compute the T-number given h and k values of 2 and 1 respectively according to 

Equation 1. 

 

Equation 1. T-Number 
𝑇𝑇 = ℎ2 + ℎ𝑘𝑘 + 𝑘𝑘2 
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Construct the face and icosahedron for a levo T7 viral capsid as in Figure 2. (A) 

Select the unit tile (hexagon) and draw a grid. Draw a triangle over the grid, moving h 

and k tile units forwards and left respectively. (B) Extract the triangular area from the 

grid. Color the hexamers and pentamers based on the unit tile circumradius from each 

face vertex. (C) Project the face to the 2D coordinates of the icosahedron based on the 

camera matrix. (D) Select an alternate tiling pattern. (E) View the icosahedral net. 

 

 
Figure 2. Caspar-Klug Procedure & Projection. 
This figure shows how office software such as Microsoft PowerPoint can import and convert the SVG files 
generated with capsid.js into shape objects. (A-C) Extract the capsid face based on the Caspar-Klug parameters 
from an infinite grid tiled with the selected capsid unit, color vertexes, and affine transform to the icosahedral 
projection. (D) Compute alternate tiling patterns and their geometric duals. (E) Compute the icosahedral net. 
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Discussion 

The capsid.js app renders customizable icosahedral viral capsids. Development is 

active with plans to include prolate/oblate capsids. High-resolution SVG continues being 

a primary design goal to aid in the creation of detailed figures. This includes rendering all 

details as separate shapes. As a result, the current implementation may lag for large 

values of h or k. However, performance enhancements are possible by improving the 

rendering algorithm or switching to a GPU-based library, such as WebGL. 
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CHAPTER 3 – UPDATABLE FLAT-FILE SEQUENCE DATABASE 

Abstract 

The large influx of biological sequence data into online public repositories 

increasingly strains network bandwidth and system resources. A good data management 

solution should effectively download, compress, and index records to minimize transfer 

time, disk usage, and retrieval cost. For NCBI data, a solution is presented as ffbio: A 

Python 3 package facilitating the development of portable, flat-file databases. The 

package executes a remote NCBI query, calculates the set of new accessions for 

download, and logs updates, thereby tracking changes over time. It also provides a set of 

command line tools to retrieve and transform sequence records from the database. The 

project source code is available on GitHub and distributed under the MIT License 

(https://github.com/dnanto/ffbio). 

Introduction 

NCBI GenBank is a federated database that hosts sequences deposited from 

around the world while providing programmatic access via the Entrez Direct E-utilities 

(Clark et al., 2016; Kans, 2020). The increasing number of sequences impacts system 

resources, network bandwidth, and reproducibility. Also, NCBI doesn’t provide an 

efficient update mechanism for local data based on custom queries. This motivated the 

development of the ffbio Python 3 (Van Rossum & Drake, 2009) package to effectively 

store, track, and periodically re-query sequence data based on NCBI search terms (Romiti 

& Cooper, 2011).  

https://github.com/dnanto/ffbio
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Unlike its relational, server-based counterparts, ffbio is a flat-file database system 

that incorporates E-utilities, Biopython (Cock et al., 2009), and SQLite (Hipp, 2020) to 

track sequence data, accessions, and query metadata while remaining format agnostic and 

portable. The database is write-only and preserves old accession versions. Thus, 

researchers can efficiently update studies and maintain reproducibility. 

A workflow is presented to illustrate how ffbio can download and manage all 

GenBank-formatted nucleotide sequences of the viral family Adenoviridae hosted on 

NCBI. The example provided shows how the user can derive a BLAST+ database with 

NCBI Taxonomy identifiers and extract collection dates (Schoch et al., 2020). The 

objective is the creation and maintenance of the raw data representative of a measurably 

evolving population for molecular clock studies (Drummond et al., 2003).  

Methods 

Initialize 

The ffdb package script provides a command line interface to the underlying E-

utilities, SQLite, and Biopython methods for sequence database management. 

Initialization requires an ESearch query to retrieve sequence accessions via EFetch. It 

then downloads the files according to the specified format while applying BGZF 

compression to conserve disk space while enabling random-access to accessions (H. Li et 

al., 2009). A corresponding SQLite database maps each file name to sequence accession, 

offset, and length in addition to the query term and date. The resulting flat-file database is 

a collection of compressed sequence files and one SQLite database that contains the 

index and query metadata. 
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Update 

To update the database (Figure 3), the user points the ffdb script to the existing 

SQLite file. The script then reads the metadata table to load the original query. Prior to 

query execution, the script appends the last modified date value to limit the search to new 

sequences, thereby reducing query time. Finally, the script downloads and compresses the 

new sequences, re-indexes the database, and updates the query metadata. An optional 

step can guarantee the download of new sequences based on the set difference of 

accessions in the local database versus those retrieved via the initial ESearch query. 

 

 
Figure 3. Flat-File Database Update Workflow 
The ffdb script reads the original NCBI query metadata from the SQLite database. An additional modified date 
term limits the query to new accessions since the last update. Finally, the script downloads and compresses the 
sequence files, reindexes the accessions, and updates the query metadata. 

 

Example 

This example demonstrates how to maintain and interact with a database of 

GenBank-formatted flat-files. Although the script is compatible with different formats, 

the GenBank format contains both sequence data and source feature metadata. The 

following query selects genomic Adenoviridae sequences while excluding patented, 
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synthetic, and WGS sequences: txid10508[PORGN] AND biomol_genomic[PROP] NOT 

gbdiv_pat[PROP] NOT gbdiv_syn[PROP] NOT WGS[KYWD]. According to the log 

file, the following BASH script (Figure 4) installed the package and downloaded 17,848 

sequences on December 18th, 2020 within twenty minutes. A subsequent update on 

December 31st, 2020 added two new sequences in one minute. 

 

 
Figure 4. Install ffbio & Initialize Database 
The code installs the latest package directly from GitHub via the Python 3 package manager. The ffdb script 
executes the query stored in the term variable, downloads the sequences, and builds the database. 

 

The user can now extract NCBI Taxonomy identifiers and collection dates 

directly from the GenBank metadata. The former is useful for building a separate 

BLAST+ database with subject taxonomy fields while the latter is required for molecular 

clock analysis. Separate ffbio scripts extract source feature metadata and sequences from 

the database. The following BASH script (Figure 5) illustrates how to use the ffqual and 

ffidx scripts to build a BLAST+ database and a file mapping accession to taxonomy and 

spatiotemporal metadata. It is up to the user to subsequently normalize data formats since 

NCBI doesn’t enforce one. 

 

# install or upgrade the package 
pip install --upgrade git+https://github.com/dnanto/ffbio#egg=ffbio-dnanto 
# build query 
read -r -d '' term << EOF 
txid10508[PORGN] AND biomol_genomic[PROP] \ 
NOT gbdiv_pat[PROP] NOT gbdiv_syn[PROP] NOT WGS[KYWD] 
EOF 
# download all adenovirus nucleotide GenBank-formatted sequences 
python -m ffbio.ffdb 10508 -db nuccore -term "$term" -rettype gb 
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Figure 5. Generate BLAST+ Database Extract Collection Date Metadata 
The code retrieves all GenBank records and extract database cross-references and collection date metadata via 
the ffidx and ffqual scripts respectively. An AWK script extracts the taxon identifier for each sequence from the 
semicolon-separated list of database identifiers. The makeblastdb command then builds the BLAST+ database 
with the resulting sequence-taxonomy mapping file. 

 

Discussion 

The ffbio package provides scripts to maintain an updatable flat-file database 

based on custom NCBI queries to serve as a local, centralized repository for research and 

applications. Biosurveillance programs can easily instantiate a GenBank repository to 

track sequence evolution over time based on the source feature metadata. It also avoids 

having to download large, pre-formatted BLAST+ databases, enabling the user to 

download only those sequences of interest with an Entrez query. However, the ffbio 

package doesn’t provide automatic data normalization. Nevertheless, other command line 

utilities can easily communicate with the database and quickly access sequence records 

thanks to the ubiquity and power of the underlying SQLite and BGZF technology. 

# dump all the GenBank-formatted sequences from the database 
python -m ffbio.ffidx 10508.db -dump -fo gb | \ 
# extract metadata, database cross-references, date, location 
python -m ffbio.ffqual - db_xref collection_date country | \ 
tee meta.tsv | \ 
# extract the taxon from the db_xref qualifier 
awk -F '\t' \ 
  'NR > 1 {match($2, /taxon:([0-9]+)/, t); print $1, t[1] ? t[1] : 0;}' > \ 
  10508.ssv 
# dump all the FASTA-formatted sequences from the database 
python -m ffbio.ffidx 10508.db -dump -fo fasta | \ 
# make BLAST+ database 
makeblastdb -in - -dbtype nucl -blastdb_version 5 \ 
  -title 10508 -parse_seqids -hash_index \ 
  -out 10508 -logfile 10508.log -taxid_map 10508.ssv 
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CHAPTER 4 – NORMALIZATION OF SPATIOTEMPORAL METADATA 

Abstract  

Programs incorporate preprocessing steps to normalize data prior to running 

statistical models. One datum often included is geographic location. The normalization of 

geographic place names is challenging since they exist in multiple formats and are prone 

to spelling errors. Manual resolution quickly becomes intractable as the size and 

heterogeneity of data sets increase. A solution is presented as neogeonames: An R 

package that uses a hierarchical, approximate string-matching algorithm for querying a 

strategic subset of the GeoNames Gazetteer database. To demonstrate utility, an example 

that standardizes the collection date and geographic metadata of NCBI GenBank records 

is presented.  

Introduction 

Geographic place names may have numerous, and sometimes non-intuitive, 

formats as well as equivalent locale-dependent representations. Open-source data sets 

also exhibit varying degrees of quality control and don't always enforce format standards. 

Preprocessing is therefore an essential step for properly incorporating such data into a 

statistical model. Failure to do so leads to the generation of superfluous categorical 

values, resulting in weakened models, as well as cluttered tables and graphs. The solution 

is to normalize the data into an unambiguous machine-readable format. 

Date-time normalization also presents a similar challenge. For the resolution of 

this problem, the lubridate R package implements methods that parse character strings of 
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different formats (Grolemund & Wickham, 2011; R Core Team, 2020). This package 

provides a convenient means of converting values to the unambiguous ISO 8601 format 

(International Organization for Standardization, 2019). The success inspired the creation 

of the neogeonames package to normalize geographic place names according to ISO 3166 

administrative division codes (International Organization for Standardization, 2014, 

2020, p. 202). Its name is a portmanteau of the Neo Geo video game system developed 

by the SNK Corporation (Nicoll, 2017). 

To provide an example for this tool, a protocol for creating a measurably evolving 

population (Drummond et al., 2003) data set is presented that preprocesses collection date 

and geographic metadata with lubridate and neogeonames respectively. The combination 

of these packages removes or decreases the burden of manual data curation, freeing time 

for the user to spend on analysis, interpretation, and development of effective outbreak 

countermeasures. Standardization is critical to ensure the accuracy of molecular clock 

estimation and other biosurveillance methods. 

Methods 

The neogeonames package implements a strategy that takes advantage of the 

hierarchical structure and ISO 3166 administrative codes of the GeoNames Gazetteer 

database (Wick, 2020). Geographic place name fields can have a prevailing structure 

suitable for tokenization or pattern-matching. This package implements both parsing 

strategies with parameterized, approximate string-matching. 
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Package Data 

A package data initialization script downloaded and processed subsets of the 

“countryInfo.txt” and “allCountries.zip” files from the GeoNames FTP site into the 

country and geoname data frames to serve as lookup tables. The column subset included 

the place name, ISO 3166 code, feature code, coordinate data, and modification date 

fields and the row subset included feature code values corresponding to admin levels 1-4, 

different political entities, territories, and historical variants. To reduce the memory 

footprint, the usethis package exported xz-compressed R data frames (Wickham & 

Bryan, 2020). This significantly reduced the memory footprint from a 348-Mb zip 

archive to a 6.0-Mb R data file for the geoname data frame, allowing for the inclusion of 

additional package data, such as alternate country names, geographic shape files, 

language ISO 369 codes, and timezone offsets. 

The admin level definitions deviated slightly from GeoNames. For example, the 

package defined a zeroth admin level to correspond to the country code. It also grouped 

multiple feature codes under the same admin level. For example, level-1 included 

"ADM1", "ADM1H", "PPLA", and "PPLC" feature codes corresponding to current and 

historical name, seat, and political capital respectively. 

Algorithm 

This package uses stringr methods to implement a tokenization and regular 

expression parsing strategy (Wickham, 2019). The former splits the input string with a 

delimiter whereas the latter applies multiple, named regular expression patterns. Both 

methods generate a token vector for subsequent normalization. 
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The token normalization algorithm executes a greedy, top-down search based on 

administrative division hierarchy (Figure 6). In other words, for each query token, it 

attempts to find a matching country name before checking further subdivisions. If a 

match exists, the function removes the token from the search list and saves the row 

identifier and ISO 3166 code. Additionally, it uses the match to subset the local data 

frame, thereby restricting the search space based on the level. Otherwise, the search 

continues for each subdivision with the remaining tokens. When matching, the function 

first checks the ISO 3166 code, followed by a case-insensitive search, and finally, a fuzzy 

search. For country-level tokens, the function also checks for alternate names. 

 

 
Figure 6. ISO 3166 Token Resolution Algorithm Pseudocode 
The hierarchical search attempts to match each token to an administrative division level code. On finding a 
match, the algorithm subsets the database based on the resulting code and then removes the token from the 
search list. A threshold (n) controls how many fuzzy matches are acceptable before taking the first one. 

 

codes ← {} ; 
for level ← 0 to 4 do 

foreach token ∈ tokens do 
code ← λ ; 
if token ∈ geoname[level].iso ∪ geoname[level].name then 

code ← token ; 
else 

rows ← agrep(token, geoname[level].name, ...) ; 
if |rows| ≤ n then 

order_by_precedence(rows) ; 
code ← rows[0] ; 

end 
end 
if code ≠ λ then 

tokens ← tokens \ token ; 
geoname ← {row ∈ geoname | row[level].iso = code} ; 
codes[level] ← code ; 
break ; 

end 
end 

end 
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Example 

The ffbio Python package downloaded 17,850 GenBank-formatted Adenoviridae 

nucleic acid sequences as described in the Example. The normalization procedure 

standardized the “country” and “collection_date” metadata qualifiers of each record. For 

dates, the lubridate R package parsed for the “dbY", "Ymd", "bY", and "Y" formats. A 

filtering step then removed records with missing value or unknown format. For locations, 

the neogeonames R package processed strings by splitting on the “[:,]” delimiter and 

resolving each token to an administrative level as described in Figure 6. 

Results 

The lubridate and neogeonames successfully parsed 13,581 (76.08%) and 15470 

(86.67%) of the 17,850 GenBank records. Together, they normalize both collection date 

and location for 13,152 (73.68%). Table 2 compares raw data to the equivalent ISO 

standard for a subset of the results. Figure 7 mapped records with standardized date and 

location metadata with the ggplot and cowplot packages (Wickham, 2016; Wilke, 2020). 

 

Table 2. Date & Geographic Normalization 
This table contains a sample of collection date and country GenBank qualifiers. If unspecified, the lubridate 
package uses the first month or day of the year. Note that currently Odessa is in Ukraine and not in Russia. So, 
accession no. FJ167563.1 is an example of why human review is still necessary despite fuzzy matching. 

Accession 

Date Country 

Raw ISO 8601 Raw 
ISO 3166 

0 1 2 3 4 

GQ377717.1 20-Jun-2002 2002-06-20 Brazil: Uberlandia, MG BR 15 3170206   

LC385828.1 2015-07-10 2015-07-10 Japan: Tokyo, Hinohara JP 40 1855156 13307  

HQ413315.1 1953 1953-01-01 USA: Washington, DC US DC 001   

FJ167563.1 2005 2005-01-01 Russia: Odessa RU 54  1496381  

KX640907.1 Nov-2015 2015-11-01 China: Luohe CN 01   8636195 
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Figure 7. Timestamped & Geotagged Adenovirus NCBI Accessions 
The top graph (A) shows the trend of collection dates over time whereas the bottom graph (B) maps collection 
location. The map highlights the presence of reported adenovirus on all continents. 
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Discussion 

Several R packages are available for working with place names. However, the 

majority are data packages, only providing country codes, and rarely their first-order 

administrative subdivision or greater. Those offering comprehensive place name 

standardization functions take API tokens, which requires account registration and 

compliance with conditions limiting the rate or number of calls. Instead, the 

neogeonames package provides standardization functions with a compressed subset of the 

GeoNames Gazetteer database (Wick, 2020). 

The neogeonames package implements an algorithm that exploits the structure of 

character string data and the hierarchy of place names based on ISO 3166-1 and 3166-2 

standards (International Organization for Standardization, 2014, 2020). Package tests also 

check for undesired behavior due to a variety of edge cases and ambiguous place names. 

Thus, the package can infer a consistent representation conveniently and accurately. 

Nevertheless, the user must also check for accuracy since obtaining ground truth for all 

cases is intractable. 

The example demonstrated the standardization of sample collection metadata with 

lubridate and neogeonames. The result is a data set suitable for molecular clock analysis 

that includes coordinate data for migration analysis. Such data are valuable when tracking 

outbreak scenarios and transmission routes. 

Conclusion 

The neogeonames package provides the data and functions required to normalize 

place names to the ISO 3166 format. Users can incorporate its functions into pipelines or 
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use it directly to decrease the burden of repetitive data curation tasks. With lubridate, it 

can help generate data sets for molecular clock analysis. Future work aims to improve the 

search strategy and develop new features to help the user focus on more important tasks. 
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CHAPTER 5 – MOLECULAR CLOCK OF HUMAN ADENOVIRUS B55 

Abstract 

Human adenovirus genotype 55 (HAdV-B55) is a re-emergent, respiratory 

pathogen with a global distribution. Outbreaks of acute respiratory disease (ARD) within 

military and civilian populations have resulted in significant morbidity rates with a few 

mortalities. This work examines the molecular clock signal of its genome, to provide an 

approximate emergence time, while comparing methods suitable for enhancing 

biosurveillance networks. 

Introduction 

HAdV-B55 is a re-emergent, highly-contagious, respiratory human pathogen that 

threatens populations worldwide with debilitating and potentially fatal ARD outbreaks 

since 1969 and possibly as far back as 1963 (Hierholzer et al., 1974; 王, 1965; 赵, 1980). 

The genomic backbone is that of respiratory pathogen HAdV-B14. Notably, its partial 

HAdV-B11 hexon gene imbues the capsid with the antigenic properties of a renal 

pathogen [citation]. Continual surveillance of circulating HAdVs is important since 

intratypic variants can exhibit a higher degree of pathogenicity and recombination 

frequently generates novel genotypes that may be significant human pathogens (Bair, 

2019; Lukashev et al., 2008). Accordingly, molecular clock analysis contributes 

important data for responding to outbreaks. Estimated divergence times and mutation 

rates inform public health policy decisions such as travel restrictions and prioritize 

vaccine development.  
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Previous literature originally referred to HAdV-B55 as HAdV-B11a, that is, a 

renal pathogen HAdV-B11 variant, due to limited sequence data and application of 

unreliable serological methods. An update to the naming conventions based on whole-

genome analysis resulted in its current designation, which accurately reveals the novel 

genotype (Seto et al., 2011). Nevertheless, previous literature and current databases 

sometimes refer to the obsolete HAdV-B11a designation and other obsolete aliases (Q. Li 

et al., 1991; Seto et al., 2013). Therefore, recognizing the name change assures inclusion 

of historical examples to analyze HAdV-B55 as a measurably evolving population 

(Drummond et al., 2003). 

This study compiled all HAdV-B55 genome records from NCBI GenBank 

together with collection dates and locations (Clark et al., 2016). The goal is the 

estimation of the mutation rate, the time to most recent common ancestor (TMRCA), and 

comparison of the BEAST framework to the BactDating package (Didelot et al., 2018; 

Suchard et al., 2018). BEAST is computationally intensive and works off a multiple 

alignment whereas BactDating uses a heuristic approach based on an input tree. Given 

the large influx of sequences from outbreaks, it is therefore important to assess whether 

scalable methods such as BactDating are reliable for surveillance of HAdV-B55. 

Methods 

Measurably Evolving Population 

Analysis required the compilation of all HAdV-B55 genomes with metadata to 

model a measurably evolving population. Although NCBI GenBank records include an 

NCBI Taxonomy cross-reference (Schoch et al., 2020), subspecies-level designations are 
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no longer supported (Federhen et al., 2014). Consequently, genotype-level queries miss 

HAdV-B55 records with assignments at the species-level or greater. For this reason, the 

ffbio Python package was used to download all Adenoviridae GenBank records to build 

and query a local BLAST+ database (Camacho et al., 2009) as well as extract collection 

date and location metadata (Chapter 3 Example).  

The megablast program used the HAdV-B55 reference (accession no. FJ643676) 

to query the database. Top subject accessions were manually selected based on identity, 

alignment length, and existence of collection date. A Unix sed script modified FASTA 

headers to contain the subject accession, collection date, and country code and replaced 

noncanonical DNA sequence codes with Ns. Finally, MAFFT calculated the multiple 

sequence alignment (MSA) (Katoh, 2002). 

Phylogeny 

Maximum likelihood 
IQ-TREE inferred a maximum-likelihood tree based on the MSA (Nguyen et al., 

2015). Parameters included 1,000 replicates for the Shimodaira–Hasegawa approximate 

likelihood ratio test (SH-aLRT) (Guindon et al., 2010) and ultrafast bootstrap 

approximation (UF-Boot) (Hoang et al., 2018) procedures, nearest neighbor interchange 

(NNI), and substitution model selection with ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 

2017). Both SH-aLRT and UFBoot provided branch support values whereas NNI 

optimized UFBoot results with a local tree rearrangement algorithm (Nguyen et al., 

2015). ModelFinder reported the substitution model that best described the sequence 

evolution based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 

2017). Gubbins (Croucher et al., 2015) further refined the resulting tree with RAxML 
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(Stamatakis, 2014) and checked for recombinant regions that may affect the temporal 

signal (Rambaut et al., 2016). 

Molecular Clock 
The BactDating package loaded the tree from the Gubbins output, initialized the 

root via maximization of the strict clock, plotted the root-to-tip (RTT) correlation, and 

ran MCMC model simulations (Didelot et al., 2018). RTT correlation helped identify 

outliers due to potential mislabeling, contamination, or presence of vaccine strains by 

comparing sequence divergence over time (Rambaut et al., 2016). MCMC included a 

chain length of 1,000,000, thinning interval of 100, and 50% burn-in. Thinning saved 

every nth sample to reduce autocorrelation and burn-in discarded initial samples to 

improve parameter estimates by removing extremes (Hamra et al., 2013).  

BEAST performed additional molecular clock analysis based on the MSA 

(Suchard et al., 2018). Separate input files were made to test model combinations of the 

strict, relaxed lognormal, and relaxed exponential clock with the constant and exponential 

population coalescent (Drummond et al., 2002, 2006; Ferreira & Suchard, 2008; Griffiths 

& Tavare, 1994; Kingman, 1982). Each one incorporated the previously inferred 

HKY+F+I substitution model (Hasegawa et al., 1985). Additional maximum likelihood 

estimation (MLE) parameters included a chain length of 1,000,000 and thinning interval 

of 100,000 for the path-sampling (PS) and stepping-stone (SS) models (Baele, Lemey, et 

al., 2012; Baele, Li, et al., 2012). This was necessary to compute Bayes factors for 

subsequent model comparison. A PBS/TORQUE HPC cluster job submission script ran 

each model in parallel with a chain length of 100,000,000 and thinning interval of 
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100,000. Finally, the TreeAnnotator program of the BEAST package computed the 

maximum credibility clade (MCC) tree based on median heights and 50% burn-in. 

Results 

Multiple Sequence Alignment 

The alignment included 72 HAdV-B55 genomes (Figure 8). Although accession 

nos. MT325868-MT325872 represented partial genomes lacked 214 and 324 nucleotides 

at 5’ and 3’ends (~1.55%), these were acceptable for molecular clock analysis since 

enough informative sites were available. 
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Figure 8. HAdV-B55 MSA & Variation 
The upper figure (A) displays transcription unit regions with respect to the alignment (B). Accession no. 
MN654395.1 (isolate HAdV-11/14 strain 273) from Spain, 1969 served as the reference sequence and is not 
shown. Shapes and colors represent the mutation type and alternate letter. 

 

Molecular Clock Signal Evaluation 

A linear model of the sequence collection dates and divergence values (Figure 9) 

yielded a p-value of 1e-04, rejecting the null hypothesis of no clock signal at a 

significance level of 0.05. Accession no. MN654394.1 fell outside of the Poisson 95%-CI 

and is a civilian sample collected in California, 1976 (Hang et al., 2020). Gubbins 

detected zero intragenotype recombination, ruling it out as an explanation. Note that 
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interpretation of the model fit is pseudo-statistical since the sequences arose from 

dependent events and normality is not assumable (Rambaut et al., 2016). 

 

 
Figure 9. Molecular Clock Signal 
The point colors represent the number of Poisson-distributed substitutions with blue to red showing increase. 
The RTT plot on the right indicates strong correlation between collection date and sequence divergence with 
most observations bound by the Poisson 95%-CI. 

 

Model Diagnostics (BactDating) 

Comparison (Table 3) of the BactDating results selected the additive uncorrelated 

relaxed clock (ARC) as the best model with the minimum DIC (Didelot et al., 2020). All 

models except the strict gamma achieved ESS values which exceeded 300 for all 

parameters, indicating a good sampling from the posterior distribution. The ARC model 

simulation quickly converged according to the MCMC trace (Figure 10). 
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Table 3. Model Comparison (BactDating) 
All models estimated similar substitution rates with the favored one exhibiting the lowest DIC value. The strict 
gamma model failed to sample adequately from the posterior distribution due to low ESS values.

Model DIC 
Rate (s/s/y) ESS (50% Burn-in) 

Estimate 95%-HPDI Likelihood Prior Rate 

arc 631.85 1.58E-05 [1.41E-05;1.75E-05] 2598.10 825.67 1062.09 
poisson 645.69 1.28E-05 [1.14E-05;1.42E-05] 1156.24 233.68 270.38 

negbin 664.45 2.02E-05 [1.80E-05;2.28E-05] 2815.94 773.67 1245.33 
mixedcarc 687.30 1.55E-05 [1.39E-05;1.73E-05] 1409.48 561.46 789.20 

carc 700.50 1.56E-05 [1.39E-05;1.73E-05] 1506.67 653.50 847.55 
strictgamma 713.10 9.74E-06 [8.79E-06;1.07E-05] 495.95 115.67 146.88 

relaxedgamma 833.73 1.86E-05 [1.63E-05;2.15E-05] 2443.72 670.56 1012.51 
mixedgamma 834.38 1.84E-05 [1.62E-05;2.11E-05] 2432.75 719.00 992.84 

 

 
Figure 10. MCMC Trace (Additive Uncorrelated Relaxed Clock) 
The ARC model immediately converged as indicated by overall low variance of parameter estimates. 
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Model Diagnostics (BEAST) 

Comparison of the BEAST results selected the relaxed exponential clock with 

constant population coalescent as the best model with the largest Bayes factor according 

to the PS/SS MLE models (Table 4). ESS exceeded 200 for all parameters. The MCMC 

trace indicated good convergence for all parameters, although the root age range was 

large (Figure 11). As with the Model , all models obtained a mutation rate on the order of 

1E-05 s/s/y. 

 

Table 4. Model Comparison (BEAST) 
All models estimated similar mutation rates with ESS values indicating good posterior sampling. The str, rxl, 
rxe correspond to the strict, relaxed lognormal, and relaxed exponential clock models whereas con and exp 
correspond to the constant and exponential population coalescent models. 

Model Bayes 
Factor Rate (s/s/y) ESS (50% Burn-in) 

clock coal PS SS Estimate 95%-HPDI Likelihood Prior Rate 

rxe con 19.39 19.15 1.73e-05 [1.54e-05;1.94e-05] 502.00 366.21 270.44 
rxe exp 17.39 17.26 1.99e-05 [1.78e-05;2.21e-05] 502.00 388.26 330.70 

rxl con 10.70 10.72 1.67e-05 [1.49e-05;1.89e-05] 502.00 345.36 323.34 
rxl exp 9.81 9.83 1.88e-05 [1.69e-05;2.12e-05] 502.00 319.57 231.07 

str exp 0.75 0.75 1.32e-05 [1.17e-05;1.46e-05] 437.13 395.77 425.17 
str con 0.00 0.00 1.31e-05 [1.20e-05;1.46e-05] 502.00 502.00 502.00 
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Figure 11. MCMC Trace (Relaxed Exponential Clock & Constant Coalescent) 
The model appears to have converged due to stabilization of parameter estimates. Note that BEAST 
incorporates more model parameters compared to BactDating. 

 

Chronogram 

The best models from the BactDating package and BEAST framework (Figure 

12) yielded similar results. Sequences clustered according to geography of isolation. The 

ape package computed 23 clade differences out of the 71 nodes in the tree (Paradis, 

2012). Node height 95%-HPDI ranges were similar with the root exhibiting the largest 

range. The BactDating and BEAST frameworks estimated similar TMRCA values with 
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different 95%-HPDI ranges at 1924.88 [1893.91;1947.96] and 1932.14 

[1869.60;1964.18] respectively. 

 

 
Figure 12. Chronogram 
The figure compares the best BactDating (A) and BEAST (B) chronogram according to the ARC and relaxed 
exponential clock with constant population models respectively. Both trees exhibit similar TMRCA values and 
clades with similar divergence times and geographic origin with some topological differences. BEAST assigned a 
larger 95%-HPDI to the root age. 

 

The DensiTree program plotted the set of trees obtained via the BEAST 

simulation for the best model (Bouckaert & Heled, 2014). A qualitative interpretation 

suggests that the uncertainty at the root is due to some early extremes. However, both 

frameworks were unable to resolve tight HPDI ranges for the root. Nevertheless, Figure 

13 suggests the formation of distinct, high-confidence clades.  
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Figure 13. Tree Density 
The tree density reveals the distribution of inferred tree topologies estimated with BEAST. Green and blue 
represent all trees and consensus trees. Black indicates the MCC tree. Topological uncertainty appears to 
decrease over time. 

 

Discussion 

The results show that the BactDating and BEAST frameworks yielded 

comparable results with strong support for a form of the relaxed molecular clock 

hypothesis. The estimated mutation rate obtained via both frameworks agrees with the 

1.79E-5 s/s/y value from a previous study on HAdV-B55 isolated in China (Q.-B. Lu et 

al., 2014). Despite few topological differences, both chronograms contained two distinct 

clades corresponding to the Eastern and Western hemispheres with the larger 

uncertainties further back in time. Compared to BEAST, the ARC model yielded tighter 

HPDI ranges for the TMRCA since it is effective for analyzing data from separate 
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outbreaks (Didelot et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the large range may be due to a lack of 

older sequences or those between the 1970s and 2000s to help resolve the topology. 

Conclusion 

BactDating and BEAST supported the relaxed clock hypothesis with an estimated 

mutation rate of 1.58E-05 s/s/y and 1.73E-05 s/s/y, and TMRCA of 1924.88 

[1893.91;1947.96] and 1932.14 [1869.60;1964.18] respectively. The high agreement 

between the frameworks supports use of the heuristic and scalable BactDating package 

for continuous surveillance of HAdV-B55 and other genotypes as repositories collect 

additional genomes from ongoing outbreaks. The work also demonstrates the feasibility 

of automated data set generation and analysis based on a reference sequence and 

homology thresholds. 
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CHAPTER 6 – BIOSURVEILLANCE OF HUMAN ADENOVIRUS 

Abstract 

Human adenoviruses include globally distributed, pathogenic, and highly 

contagious genotypes that cause a broad spectrum of diseases. With decreasing genome 

sequencing costs, surveillance networks should sample genomic data to track 

evolutionary rates, mutation hotspots, recombination, and geographic distribution in real-

time. To support this, an automated workflow is presented to bootstrap and improve 

surveillance of human adenoviruses using existing sequences and metadata hosted on and 

available from the NCBI database. 

Introduction 

Human adenovirus (HAdV) causes outbreaks and epidemics around the world via 

multiple transmission routes. Some variants are more infectious, cause debilitating 

symptoms, and may lead to more fatalities than others (Lynch & Kajon, 2016). 

Therefore, it is important to track outbreaks and model sequence evolution to focus 

resources on the most imminent, emerging threats and to design effective 

countermeasures such as antivirals, vaccines, public health mandates, and travel 

advisories or restrictions. 

In the United States, The National Respiratory and Enteric Virus Surveillance 

System (NREVSS) and National Adenovirus Type Reporting System (NATRS) report 

HAdV trends and aggregate genotype prevalence respectively (Binder et al., 2017). With 

decreasing sequencing cost, such surveillance systems should incorporate full genome 
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analysis to discern phylogeographic relationships and assess the impact of mutations. 

With emerging cost-effective NGS technology, such as nanopore sequencing, 

organizations can even deploy portable sequencers in both environmental and clinical 

settings to collect isolates and provide full HAdV genomes within single reads (Kono & 

Arakawa, 2019). The Snakemake-powered workflow of the Nextstrain project can then 

warehouse and analyze the genomic samples (Hadfield et al., 2018; Koster & Rahmann, 

2012). 

The Nextstrain project website currently hosts real-time, automated analysis for 

several pathogens, including monthly situation reports for the ongoing COVID-19 

pandemic based on genomic data from the GISAID initiative (Shu & McCauley, 2017). 

Similarly, this study presents a customized Nextstrain workflow for tracking HAdV 

evolution in real-time based on NCBI GenBank data (Clark et al., 2016). Modifications 

include MCMC diagnostics and comparison of molecular clock models with a method 

that accounts for recombination, which is a key driver of HAdV evolution (Lukashev et 

al., 2008). An example is presented for the analysis of HAdV-B55 and its closely related 

variants. 

Methods 

A Snakemake workflow was developed for automated phylodynamic analysis 

with a series of Python and R scripts (Cock et al., 2009; R Core Team, 2020; Van 

Rossum & Drake, 2009). Parameters for each step were drawn from a corresponding 

YML configuration file. This section steps through the general workflow and describes 

the parameters for an HAdV-B55 experiment. 
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Data 

The workflow used the ffbio Python package to download an updateable set of 

GenBank-formatted files. This facilitated automatic extraction of “collection_date” and 

“country” metadata from the source feature annotation of each record. An R script then 

used the lubridate and neogeonames packages to standardize dates and country locations 

to the ISO 8601 and IS0 3166 formats respectively, while the latter also cross-referenced 

geographic coordinates (Grolemund & Wickham, 2011). The last step created a BLAST+ 

database (Camacho et al., 2009), excluding accessions with missing collection date 

metadata. A TSV-formatted file mapped accession number to HAdV genotype. 

Alignment 

A local alignment step queried the BLAST+ database using the megablast 

algorithm based on a user-provided reference. Query coverage identity (qci) was 

calculated according to Equation 2 to assess both alignment length and identity. A 

filtering step extracted matching sequence coordinates with qci exceeding a user-defined 

threshold for subsequent multiple sequence alignment with MAFFT (Katoh, 2002). 

 

Equation 2. Query Coverage Percent Identity 

𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 =
𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞. 𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞. 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠 + 1

𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞. 𝑙𝑙𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠ℎ × % 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞 ÷ 100 
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Phylogeny 

Maximum Likelihood 
The IQ-TREE program inferred a maximum-likelihood tree from the MSA 

(Nguyen et al., 2015). Parameters included replicates for the Shimodaira–Hasegawa 

approximate likelihood ratio test (SH-aLRT) (Guindon et al., 2010) and ultrafast 

bootstrap approximation (UF-Boot) (Hoang et al., 2018) algorithms with nearest-

neighbor interchange (NNI). Gubbins (Croucher et al., 2015) then refined the tree with 

RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014) and wrote a GFF-formatted file of recombination estimates.  

Chronogram 
The BactDating R package loaded the Gubbins-refined tree, which included 

recombination-corrected branch lengths (Didelot et al., 2018). This package then inferred 

a chronogram for each available clock model based on user-defined chain length, 

thinning, and burn-in parameters. Finally, the best model was selected based on minimum 

deviance information criterion (DIC) and whether effective sample size (ESS) values for 

each parameter exceeded the user-defined threshold. 

Ancestral Reconstruction 
An R script loaded the MSA and BactDating-derived tree. A model of sequence 

evolution was inferred with the phangorn package based on minimum BIC, which was 

required to reconstruct ancestral sequence states with the empirical Bayes method 

(Schliep, 2011). Outputs included a FASTA file of ancestral sequences and a JSON file 

of reference-based mutations. The latter served as the basis for the augur translate 

subcommand to calculate the amino acid mutations for each gene based on a reference 
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GenBank file (Huddleston et al., 2021). Estimates were calculated for ancestral traits of 

internal nodes. 

Experiment 

Workflow parameters were selected for the analysis of complete HAdV-B55 

genomes and closely related genotypes. Accordingly, ffbio downloaded all non-synthetic, 

non-patented, non-WGS, adenovirus GenBank records to build a local BLAST+ database 

and extract metadata. The reference genome accession no. FJ643676.1 (strain “QS-

DLL”) served as the initial megablast query and provided annotations. BLAST+ hits 

were filtered with 95% qci. IQ-TREE used 1,000 replicated for SH-aLRT and UF-Boot. 

Maximum iteration for Gubbins was set to 10 with a maximum window size of 1,000. 

Molecular clock parameters included 1,000,000 MCMC iterations with a thinning 

interval of 10 and burn-in of 50%. Subsequent model comparison used an ESS threshold 

of 200. In a parallel experiment, portions of the full genome MSA were extracted 

corresponding to the hexon, penton base, fiber, and DNA polymerase genes and analyzed 

with the same protocol to compare mutation rates. 

Results 

Sequence Data 

BLAST+ identified 128 accessions with 95% qci, which included HAdV 

genotypes B11 (x1), B14 (x48), B55 (x73), B77 (x1), B78 (x3), and B79 (x2). Sequence 

lengths ranged from 34,193 to 34,798 bp. Collection dates ranged from December 1956 

to April 2019. 
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Model Diagnostics 

Table 5 lists the model clock rate estimates with MCMC diagnostics. Each model 

was ranked from lowest to highest DIC. Those failing to meet or exceed the ESS 

threshold (200) were ranked lower regardless of DIC value. Accordingly, arc was 

selected as the best model with a clock rate of 1.4E-05 s/s/y. The MCMC run (Figure 14) 

converged early and showed low variances for all parameters. 

 

Table 5. Model Comparison 
Similar rate estimates were obtained from each model. An ESS of at least 200 was observed for each parameter, 
except for the Poisson and strict gamma models. ARC ranked highest according to minimum DIC value. 

Model DIC 
Rate (s/s/y) ESS (50% Burn-in) 

Estimate 95%-HPDI Likelihood Prior Rate 

arc 1055.50 1.40E-05 [1.24E-05;1.57E-05] 1138.91 270.14 292.56 

negbin 1157.82 1.02E-05 [8.97E-06;1.15E-05] 850.32 369.85 241.46 

carc 1161.86 1.44E-05 [1.27E-05;1.64E-05] 873.77 200.96 228.87 

mixedcarc 1185.09 1.45E-05 [1.26E-05;1.67E-05] 700.88 222.76 294.66 

mixedgamma 1271.57 1.14E-05 [9.83E-06;1.33E-05] 1042.91 496.92 301.93 

relaxedgamma 1280.81 1.14E-05 [9.89E-06;1.33E-05] 1064.79 563.90 343.75 

poisson 1240.40 4.67E-06 [4.16E-06;5.33E-06] 1192.78 28.46 33.00 

strictgamma 1366.52 1.68E-06 [1.44E-06;2.19E-06] 1956.14 5.13 11.44 
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Figure 14. MCMC Trace (ARC) 
Each parameter in the MCMC simulation for the ARC model appeared to stabilize and converge. 

 

Molecular Clock Signal 

Figure 15 shows the root-to-tip divergence of the samples based on the initial 

maximum likelihood. The genotype samples appeared to cluster away from the trendline, 

which represents the strict clock hypothesis. This suggests that rates may vary across 

lineages. Overall, the preliminary observed rate based on this approach suggests a clock 

rate of 4.937E-1 s/y. Dividing by the MSA length of 34,892 bp yields 1.415E-5 s/s/y. 
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Figure 15. Molecular Clock Signal 
Divergence patterns correlated with genotype. 
 

Recombination 

Figure 16 shows the MSA with annotations from accession no. FJ643676.1 

(HAdV-B55). SNPs and indels were computed with respect to accession no. KF268121.1 

(HAdV-B11) and is therefore not shown. Transparent block ranges indicate predicted 

recombination within the E2A, E4, L2, L3, and L5 transcript units with corresponding 

likelihood values indicated in the bar graph. Distinct patterns correlated with genotype. 

No predictions were made for KF268121.1, possibly because it was the only HAdV-B11. 
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Figure 16. Recombination Predictions 
The top figure (A) maps transcript unit annotations obtain from accession no. FJ643676.1 along the MSA axis 
(C). The bar chart (B) maps negative log likelihoods corresponding to predicted recombination in the MSA, 
which appear as transparent red and blue blocks, with the colors indicating existence on an internal or terminal 
node of the initial maximum-likelihood tree. Other symbols represent SNPs and indels. 
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Phylogeny 

Chronogram 
The Auspice webapp visualized the final workflow output, with Figure 17 

showing a screenshot of the main epidemiological analysis. Sequences clustered into 

distinct clades according to genotype. The TMRCA of HAdV-B14 and HAdV-B55 was 

estimated to 1822-12-30 [1735-05-25;1885-10-06]. Evidence for the geographic origin of 

the common ancestor of each clade was lacking, based on maximum likelihood estimates. 

 

 
Figure 17. HAdV-B55 Epidemiology 
The webapp output includes interactive output linking phylogeny, transmission, and sequence diversity. This 
screenshot demonstrates HAdV genotype annotation overlay onto the chronogram and geography. 
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Diversity 
The sequence diversity panel indicated a wide range of high entropy values within 

the hexon gene. Figure 18 zooms-in on the region while highlighting the position with 

largest entropy, which occurred at codon 176 within the hexon gene. The codon encoded 

amino acids A, G, M, and V for genotypes 55, 14, 79, and 77 respectively whereas T was 

shared between 78 and 11. 

 

 
Figure 18. Hexon Gene Diversity 
This screenshot demonstrates the zoom feature. Here, the sequence diversity view is restricted to the hexon gene. 
Codon 176 was selected with corresponding amino acids mapped onto the chronogram and geography. 
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Mutation Rate Comparison 

Table 6 lists the mutation rate estimates for the structural capsid genes and DNA 

polymerase. Clock models obtained estimates on the same order of magnitude for each 

gene, except for the fiber gene. Poor convergence was observed for the prior as it failed 

to meet or exceed the ESS threshold of 200. 

 

Table 6. Rate Estimates for Mutation Rate Comparison 
Rate estimates were on the same order of magnitude, except for the fiber gene. The ESS threshold of 200 was not 
met or exceeded for the prior, indicating poor convergence and the need for additional MCMC iterations or 
sequences. 

Gene Model DIC 
Rate (s/s/y) ESS (s/s/y) 

Estimate 95%-HDPI Likelihood Prior Rate 

pe
nt

on
 b

as
e 

mixedcarc 150.32 6.95E-07 [6.95e-07;6.95e-07] 191.71 19.66 118.54 

arc 152.80 9.59E-07 [9.59e-07;9.59e-07] 147.74 26.26 163.98 

carc 154.76 5.29E-07 [5.29e-07;5.29e-07] 109.65 23.31 175.06 

negbin 164.08 3.35E-07 [3.35e-07;3.35e-07] 277.13 24.87 343.96 

mixedgamma 186.35 1.45E-07 [1.45e-07;1.45e-07] 263.03 28.83 344.74 

relaxedgamma 187.20 1.95E-07 [1.95e-07;1.95e-07] 259.27 27.79 401.50 

poisson 236.26 6.87E-07 [6.87e-07;6.87e-07] 160.80 108.60 318.32 

strictgamma 248.30 3.45E-07 [3.45e-07;3.45e-07] 165.38 55.37 243.35 

he
xo

n 

arc 215.81 5.43E-06 [5.43e-06;5.43e-06] 872.67 81.70 83.56 

mixedcarc 229.56 5.65E-06 [5.65e-06;5.65e-06] 914.45 145.38 128.04 

carc 233.28 4.07E-06 [4.07e-06;4.07e-06] 807.85 105.71 127.37 

negbin 260.86 2.26E-06 [2.26e-06;2.26e-06] 434.06 45.94 134.28 

relaxedgamma 289.74 1.60E-06 [1.60e-06;1.60e-06] 397.51 90.65 334.87 

mixedgamma 290.83 1.47E-06 [1.47e-06;1.47e-06] 358.14 44.16 191.48 

poisson 309.79 2.39E-06 [2.39e-06;2.39e-06] 879.39 52.87 20.17 

strictgamma 383.00 1.23E-06 [1.23e-06;1.23e-06] 712.31 46.96 27.27 

fib
er

 

poisson 220.01 1.63E-06 [1.63e-06;1.63e-06] 224.27 76.97 151.75 

negbin 226.53 9.50E-07 [9.50e-07;9.50e-07] 442.97 36.20 844.84 

carc 235.25 1.87E-06 [1.87e-06;1.87e-06] 211.16 24.74 188.15 

mixedcarc 237.70 2.01E-06 [2.01e-06;2.01e-06] 207.90 14.21 243.18 

arc 237.99 1.48E-06 [1.48e-06;1.48e-06] 133.64 25.06 531.90 

relaxedgamma 249.68 9.97E-07 [9.97e-07;9.97e-07] 494.26 36.30 360.71 

mixedgamma 256.46 5.70E-07 [5.70e-07;5.70e-07] 465.43 32.15 309.85 

strictgamma 308.31 1.46E-06 [1.46e-06;1.46e-06] 297.74 143.63 390.41 
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D
N

A
 p

ol
ym

er
as

e 

poisson 353.18 3.72E-06 [3.72e-06;3.72e-06] 1651.22 74.48 36.30 

arc 363.76 3.64E-06 [3.64e-06;3.64e-06] 1021.39 51.27 27.10 

negbin 366.88 4.33E-06 [4.33e-06;4.33e-06] 506.73 54.98 95.08 

carc 423.78 4.94E-06 [4.94e-06;4.94e-06] 1007.11 61.95 54.70 

mixedcarc 432.35 5.20E-06 [5.20e-06;5.20e-06] 683.81 87.63 48.52 

mixedgamma 453.67 4.92E-06 [4.92e-06;4.92e-06] 354.16 98.49 302.01 

strictgamma 456.69 2.32E-06 [2.32e-06;2.32e-06] 1779.68 69.91 41.36 

relaxedgamma 457.15 4.27E-06 [4.27e-06;4.27e-06] 690.08 52.20 310.46 

 
 

Discussion 

The HAdV surveillance workflow automatically generated an interactive 

phylodynamic webapp based on an HAdV-B55 reference genome. A custom homology 

threshold resulted in the inclusion of related genotypes, which allowed for stronger 

recombination predications. Accordingly, recombination-aware phylogenetic inference 

enabled the inclusion of additional sequence data with informative sites without affecting 

the clock signal (Didelot et al., 2018). This is also particularly useful when few genomes 

are available for a genotype. 

Molecular clock rates were estimated for HAdV-B55 together with genotypes 11, 

14, 77, 78, and 79 with data from NCBI. The clock mutation rate for the capsid genes and 

DNA polymerase were one order of magnitude lower compared to the genome. However, 

a previous estimated clock rate for the genome and capsid genes of HAdV-B55 were of 

the same order of magnitude (Q.-B. Lu et al., 2014). The genomic clock rate agreed with 

this study, however, the discrepancy for the capsid gene rate estimate is potentially due to 

the presence of other genotypes. This correlates with evidence of greater observed 
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conservation in HAdV-B55, negative selection, and lower substitution rate estimates for 

the capsid genes in particular (Cheng et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2015).  

The sequence diversity panel displayed high variation in the hexon gene. An 

interactive investigation of each residue suggested a strong relationship between 

genotype and amino acid as expected due to the presence of hypervariable region (HVR) 

residues (Crawford-Miksza & Schnurr, 1996, p. 15). Additionally, recombination was 

observed in this region. 

The visualization effectively demonstrated the molecular clock with divergence 

times, including metadata and mutations overlayed onto the chronogram and transmission 

map. However, inferences with respect to geographic origin were limited due to bias 

resulting from outbreak oversampling. This issue may be resolved as more data become 

available and via subsampling to ensure even representation from different populations 

(Hadfield et al., 2018). 

Conclusion 

Advances in NGS technology and decreasing costs present an opportunity for 

existing surveillance networks to collect more genomes with greater data for the accurate 

representation of circulating HAdV genotypes, especially emergent and re-emergent. In 

the meantime, this workflow provided an effective and customized solution for the 

analysis of existing HAdV genomic samples hosted on NCBI. Ultimately, the goal is to 

observe outbreaks and the evolution of HAdV in real-time for implementing public health 

measures to limit transmission and stress on healthcare systems. 
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSION AND OPPORTUNITY 

Introduction 

This dissertation presents an automated human adenovirus (HAdV) 

biosurveillance platform that includes software developed for the analysis of genomic 

data of samples collected, as a measurably evolving population (Drummond et al., 2003). 

The platform automates scalable software such as MAFFT, IQ-TREE, Gubbins, and 

BactDating with the Snakemake workflow engine to estimate the molecular clock rate 

and TMRCA as well as compare results from different models (Croucher et al., 2015; 

Didelot et al., 2018; Katoh, 2002; Koster & Rahmann, 2012; Nguyen et al., 2015). A key 

feature is the inclusion of Gubbins and BactDating which are used to estimate and 

account for recombination. These affect the clock signal and drive HAdV evolution 

(Lukashev et al., 2008; Rambaut et al., 2016). 

Results 

Software packages and protocols were developed in the Python, R, and JavaScript 

programing languages for the efficient download and warehousing of NCBI GenBank 

data, including the standardization of collection date and geographic metadata as well as 

capsid visualization (Clark et al., 2016; R Core Team, 2020; Van Rossum & Drake, 

2009). As a resource, an experiment applied these packages for the evolutionary analysis 

of HAdV-B55 while comparing the performance of the BactDating package and BEAST 

program (Suchard et al., 2018), which yielded similar estimates of the clock rate and 

TMRCA. This resulted in an automated workflow based on the Nextstrain project 
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(Hadfield et al., 2018) to deploy an interactive webapp and present phylodynamic 

analysis of HAdV-B55 with context from related genotypes. 

Discussion 

The primary objective of this dissertation was the development of an automated 

biosurveillance platform for HAdV. As a resource, NCBI GenBank provided the most 

accessible source of sequence data and metadata. However, not all records were optimal, 

that is, containing the metadata required for molecular clock analysis or robust 

interpretation of transmission. Additionally, date and geographic data formats were 

heterogeneous, resulting in the development of a standardization library for the latter. 

Nevertheless, sufficient HAdV-B55 entries were recovered for analysis using the 

platform, yielding results consistent with a previous study in China (Q.-B. Lu et al., 

2014). 

NGS technology promises to advance the HAdV research community by reducing 

costs and increasing portability of sequencers. This provides an opportunity to collect and 

analyze complete genomes in clinical settings, and therefore, to gradually replace 

serology and RT-PCR. In other words, this grants surveillance organizations, such as 

NATRS, the ability to observe the “tape of life” as it plays in real-time (Binder et al., 

2017; Gould, 1990). For example, a recent study analyzed HAdV-E4 genomes with 

recent outbreak samples, discovering two distinct lineages evolving at different rates 

(Gonzalez et al., 2019). The ability to quickly perform such analysis is especially useful 

to help make informed policy decisions in the face of outbreaks, such as recent and 

ongoing ones in South Korea and China (Ko et al., 2019; G. Lu et al., 2020). 
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The public and biosurveillance operations benefit from collaboration, data 

sharing, and leadership. For example, the ongoing COVID-19 response relies heavily on 

sequence data and analyses hosted on GISAID and the Nextstrain project respectively 

(Hadfield et al., 2018; Shu & McCauley, 2017). Emerging NGS technology provides 

current HAdV surveillance networks an opportunity to continuously collect circulating 

sequences. In turn, the webapp captures the sequence diversity of global samples to help 

design assays and facilitate the evaluation of novel vaccines, such as the tetravalent 

HAdV candidate against genotypes 3, 4, 7, and 55 (Tian et al., 2018). Accordingly, the 

platform and protocols described in this dissertation provides an automated solution for 

the phylodynamic analysis of HAdV samples in real-time and will be a useful resource. 
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